
519 and PERFINS
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Jim Estes (#2649) ever the optimist sent us a copy
of the fmal report from the PSS Convention.. He
»oted that the convention was not a fmancial
success even though there was genero us support
from deale rs, the many donors to th e Booster Buck
Fund and a well supported auction. PSS bit the
dust on two counts: the shopping tour and the
room rent. On three days there were insufficient
room -nights to cover the ballrooms.

In TPB June 1993, Harry Rickard illustrated a
postal cover, suggesting that this perfia was used by
a company associated with the finan cial community.
Illustrated above is a stock slip with stamps with the
BB/c(o) perfia, showing the Brown Brothers &
Company were indeed stock brokers. This perfm is
fairly comm on on federal and New York stocks. I
also have a copy on a documentary revenue, so it
looks like the company used perfms on all of their
stamps.
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An insert in the August 1993
issue is a letter from I.M.
Rucklidgc noting that Dave Hill is
taking over as Secretary and Trea
surer of The: Perfins Society. The
transfer was scheduled to have

occurred in late August . A tip of our hat to Mr.
Michael Rucklidge for his many contributions to our
hobby.

Some years ago, I acquired a perfm on US Scott
Catalogue number 519, the perf. 11 two cent red
Washington. The perfm is K-Sj Co (K58). used by
Kay Scheerer Company, NY, NY. An article on
#519 by Paul Schumacher in Stamp Collector
(Ap ril 3fJ3) states that only 570,00 of this stamp
were issued. With this small quantity, I wonder bO'N
many were perfmoed. In TPB. April 1993, Joe
Laura I f. lists perfms on the two cent Washingtons.
I am sure that most of these: are perf 12, but it
might be: worth your while to check for any perf U 's.
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An interesting perspective on Charles Bein
written by John Nelson provides a short history of
one of the early perfin collectors. Maurice Harp
also provides a short history of several early perfm
users,

Jack Brandt (LM14) comments on two prior arti
cles provided below:

Noted in 7'1u! PDfin SocUty BuJktin
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